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Naw data on medium nass heavy ions involving 2t*Mg and 2 8Si nuclei are re
ported here. 

The identification of the residual nuclei was achieved either with a 
(A£,£) counter or with a TOF spectrometer. 

Excitation functions have been measured at incident energies ranging from 
E n tt> 2E„ for the following systems : 21*Mg + 1 2 C , 2\Mg + 2 4 ' 2 6 M g and 2 8 S i + 
2 8 » ^ S i . 

The experimental distributions of the residual nuclei are compared with 
statistical model calculations using the evaporation code CASCADE Q ] . Rather 
good agreements are observed for the decays by nucléons and alpha particles ; 
howevet details of the elemental distribution are not well reproduced for the 
2l*Mg + 1 2 C system. The study of the excitation function of 2I*Mg + 1 2 C (Fig. 1) 
shows that the absolute 
values of fusion cross 
sections for this system 
can be well reproduced 
by a macroscopic appro
ach based on the Bass 
potential QQ, while so
me structures seem to ap
pear at the highest energies. 
An analysis cf the excita
tion function of the four 
other systems shows that 
the difference in 
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Fig. 1 

fusion cross section due to the neutron excess does not exceed the size effect. 

A systematic comparison of experimental data and of the predictions of an 
optical mode) calculation using the Bass potential as real part is made for 
the four systems 2 4Mg + 2 1*» 2 6Mg (Fig. 2) and 2 8 S i + 2 8 » 3 0 S i . 

It is found that the absolute values of ?l*Mg + 2 1 ,» 2&Mg are well reprodu
ced at high energy but discrepancies appear at low energy. As for the 2 8 S i da
ta they are overestimated by the Bass potential just like the 2 8Si + 1 2 C data rJ\ 



In the case of 2 8Si + 2 8Si a comparison is also made with the calculation 
of Birkelund et al. [Aj who used a proximity type potential, which is in good 
agreement with our data. Our conclusion is that "universal" potentials do not 
reproduce accurately the absolute values of fusion cross sections for neigh
bouring systems and for wide energy ranges, and it suggests that the specific pro
perties of the entrance channel nuclei have to be taken into account, even for 
medium mass nuclei. 

We gratefully acknowledge the help of H. Oe&chler and F. Saint-Laurent 
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